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About This Game

Erotic Jigsaw Challenge Vol 2 is here! Continue the challenge and take on 20 all-new higher quality puzzles, new achievements
to unlock, and a sexy Photo Gallery that unlocks with every puzzle you defeat! Answer the call and beat them all!

*20 all new higher quality puzzles
*New soundtrack
*Photo Gallery
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Title: Erotic Jigsaw Challenge Vol 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
BarelyEntertainment
Publisher:
BarelyEntertainment
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I definitely recommend the game for the price.

Puzzles are very easy. So maybe not for you if you're into hardcore jigsaws.
But anyone into hardcore 1000 piece nightmares probably already owns the obvious game that has stuff like that.

So yeah. Nicely presented. Everything works.
The actual pictures range from low quality to average. But at the price it's difficult to complain.
Very minimal and totally pointless sounds. But again, people probably play their own songs in the background whilst doing
puzzles?

Oh, and puzzle\/picture 8 looks a lot like Elizabeth from the Bioshock games. So a +1 for topless Elizabeth.
. There's no SPOILERS here...

Pros:
  The pieces snap.
  The girls have proper-size noses and mouths. Anime sucks it, large.
  The girls are doing everyday things... not flying or wielding big swords or shooting magic.
  The characters don't have animal heads or even animal ears. Hentai blows goats.
  It was cheap enough... about a buck for 90 minutes of challenge.
  The women & girls look like women & girls. Futonari is for fagmatics.
  Not really nasty; you won't go to hell for playing this.

Cons:
  The puzzles are all about 10x10 in puzzle piece size.
  There's no skill levels. Stand on your head or get drunk if you need a challenge.
  Is this the same as Volume 1, just more puzzles?
  There's no real need to do any of these twice.
  If breasts are your thing, a C-cup is the largest we're seeing.
  No timers. You could upload this at a nursing home, and they would thank you.

Summary: You could buy Vol I & II, costing less than a soda at an airport or hospital.. I came, I saw, I fapped.. not in that
order..

If you enjoy challanging jigsaw puzzle games this one likely won't be for you.. The puzzles are rather simplistic, you can
complete most puzzles in under 15 minutes... and that's being pretty genderous.. The reason I have 4 hours in the game is
because my mouse broke for about 30 minutes, and I was wandering around my house searching for my old school original USB
mouse.. So i'm not sure if these games broke my mouse or all the gooey compound from playing these games did it.. ulimately
that doesn't matter..

If you need to ask what the game play is like, you're obviously special.. it's a jigsaw video game.. Not the Jigsaw who creates
traps, and teaches you a moral lesson... (unless it's Amanda, cause then she just straight up kills you) It's a puzzle.. While the
puzzles in this game aren't overly advanced or difficult, the low cost of the game .99 cent full price or .49 - .59 cent during a
sale makes this an ideal choice to pick up if you want to casually spend a few hours wasting time..

The pictures while not hardcore or graphic are tastefully done for the most part.... The artwork is generally what you'd expect to
find from a second or third year art student.. Which means they aren't stick figures but dont' go into the game expecting to find
the Mona Lisa..

Pros

Casual time waster
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Cheap
+ 1 to the game count
20 easily acquired achievements,, without being an achievement idler game
Bewbs... (if your into that)
2 - 3 hours, nice price for the hours.

Cons
in terms of digital puzzle games, this one is really easy.
Shame of owning a game called erotic Jigsaw challenge
Replayability is fairly limited

To sum it up.. if you enjoy puzzle games and are tired of doing Puppy, wizards, space ships and other random stuff and want to
do some sexy ladies and their naughty bits this can be for you... The only real issues I had with the game was the feeling of
thinking it might be objectifying females.. My wife observed me playing the game 2 or 3 times and commented on how it made
her feel uncomfortable.. I tried to explain it was a puzzle game but her complaint persisted until I turned off the game until she
left for some shopping.. Could be she was feeling some type of way that day or maybe the game does objectify woman.. I don't
know..

Either way, I'd recommend picking this game up for the price.. Decent game, easy achievements, decent game for when you
want to do it solo style.. Just make sure the wife or girlfriend isn't around if seeing naked Elves bother her...
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and jigsaws, everyone's favourite things
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